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Editorial
by Olimpiu Metiu

Welcome to the first edition of Rails Magazine, the first and 
only free magazine dedicated to the Ruby on Rails community!

If you are interested in a quality compilation of timely, 
relevant articles, with editorial oversight and beautiful layout, 
please check out the magazine regularly or subscribe online.

Long before launch, I was impressed with the level of interest 
and receptiveness. Rails always had a vibrant and dedicated com-
munity, and I hope Rails Magazine will become an appreciated 
resource for those looking for quality information — at the same 
time providing global exposure to those interested in getting 
published.

2009 is shaping up to be a great year for Rails and its practi-
tioners.  Continued adoption, 2.3 and 3.0 releases and a global 
recession should make Ruby and Rails more appealing than ever, 
as entrepreneurs and enterprises alike are striving to become 
more agile and cost-effective.

Right now Rails Magazine is a one man show, but expect that 
to change soon.  In fact it is a great opportunity, if you'd like to 
get involved while we're starting. Please spread the word about 
us, or get more involved as an author, artist, sponsor or partner.  
Your feedback and involvement is much appreciated, so please 
get in touch with us at editor@railsmagazine.com.

Olimpiu Metiu is a Toronto-based architect and 
the leader of the Emergent Technologies group at 
Bell Canada. His work includes many of Canada's 
largest web sites and intranet portals. As a long-
time Rails enthusiast, he founded Rails Magazine as 
a way to give back to this amazing community. 

Follow me on Twitter: http://twitter.com/olimpiu
Connect on LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/ometiu

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/1

Community Pulse
We analyzed the response to 

the Rails/Merb merger on 
the official Rails blog. This 
wordle shows the results.
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While Rails is a full stack web framework, by design Rails 
does not aim to include every possible feature.  There are many 
reasons that the Rails Core Team would choose not to include a 
feature - too unstable, too obscure, or simply not needed in the 
core Rails distribution.  In fact, there have been instances where 
features have been removed from Rails and placed into a plugin!  
For example, in_place_edit and auto_complete_for were removed 
from Rails in version 2.0.

To help developers who are looking to add, replace, or 
modify Rails' feature set, Rails has been built with a highly exten-
sible infrastructure.  Most additions and modifications come as 
plugins. While many plugins extend one of the major classes in 
Rails, like ActionView::Base or ActiveRecord::Base, you are free 
to create your own classes or modules.  Moreover, plugins can 
have their own Rake Tasks and tests.  Essentially, plugins are self 
contained Rails specific libraries. 

One of the best ways to use plugins is the reuse code you 
find yourself using from project to project.  Robby Russell has an 
excellent example his team at Planet Argon used in their applica-
tions, Flash Message Conductor .  Finding that Rails' flash was 
inadequate for their applications, they were rewriting much of it 
from application to application.  The team created a plugin that 
added helpers to add messages, errors, and notices to flash and 
a new render_flash_messages method to render them in a view. 
By using Flash Message Conductor in their applications, Planet 
Argon has an improved flash, a common interface, and in a very 
DRY fashion. 

For this article, we will construct a simple plugin that will 
add a quote method to our models. Our goal is  very simple 
functionality.

a = User.new

a.quote 

=> "If it bleeds, we can kill it."

We will create a Rake task to generate a YAML file with our 
quotes, load that YAML file and use the data for our quotes. 
While this is a fairly trivial plugin, my aim is not to teach you 
how to write a large, complex plugin, but give you the start you 
need.  Lets get started! 

Rails provides us with a generator for creating plugins.
script/generate plugin quote 

This will create a bare plugin in your vendor/plugin directory 
with the following structure: 

init.rb - Loaded upon Rails starting.  More often than not, it 
will require your plugin files in the lib directory. 

install.rb - Runs when you install the plugin using Rails' 
script/plugin install command. 

lib/ - The lib directory is automatically added to Rails' load 
path.  Usually your plugin code will reside here.   

MIT-LICENSE - Your plugin should include a license, MIT or 
otherwise. 

Rakefile - The main Rake definition for your plugin. 

README - You plugin's readme.  A short synopsis of your  
plugin, its usage, and any other notes would go here. 

tasks/ - Any custom Rake tasks can go here.  For our plugin, 
we will create one. 

test/ - Your plugin's tests should go here.  When tests are run 
on a plugin, Rails is not loaded.

Before we go any further, we should create a plan for how 
exactly our quote plugin should work.  First, we should create a 
Rake task which creates our YAML file filled with quotes.  After 
our Rake task is completed, we will create an init.rb file that will 
require the our quote.rb file in the lib directory and load our 
quotes.yml file into an array of quotes.  We will create a new 
Module, Quote::ClassMethods to house our new methods, and add 
those methods to ActiveRecord::Base as to be available in models. 

John Yerhot lives in Northern Minnesota 
with his wife and dog where he has been 

writing Rails applications for the K-12 
education system in Minnesota.  He 

maintains a blog at http://blog.john.yerhot.org 
and can be reached at john@yerhot.org.

Extending Rails Through Plugins
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Receiving E-Mail With Rails
by Jason Seifer

Introduction
Receiving email is a great way to add functionality to your 

application. This is one area, though, that is not very well docu-
mented with Rails. Sure, we have ActionMailer documentation, 
but how does something like this actually work in a production 
environment and what are the concerns? I had to tackle this 
problem recently and no solution that was “in the wild” would 
work with the requirements I had for this application. In this ar-
ticle, we will take a look at a couple of options and go in to detail 
with one method that has not received much coverage.

John Nunemaker, on the Rails Tips blog, posted a solution to 
this problem using GMail with IMAP to Receive Email in Rails1. 
He uses a script to connect to an IMAP server every minute or 
so and polls for new e-mails. The Rails environment is loaded 
and if there are new messages waiting, this is processed using 
an ActiveRecord model. He uses the “Daemons” library to keep 
the script running and give it start/stop commands and keep a 
pidfile.

This is a perfectly valid and functional way to process e-mail. 
The application I was working on, though, had to be able to 
handle and process e-mail in as little time as possible. People 
would likely be e-mailing things from their mobile phones and 
might want to check on them soon after an upload. At that point, 
polling every X number of minutes wasn't a viable solution, so I 
had to come up with something else.

It's also worth noting that polling for email should take in 
to account your user base and size. Let's say that we have an app 
with 10,000 active users. Let's also say that during peak times, 
they all decide to email our application. Finally, we'll say that 
they are sending an average 5 emails apiece. With these hypo-
thetical numbers, this works out to about 833 emails per minute. 
If your IMAP server is being polled every three minutes, that's 
going to leave you about 3,332 e-mails to download and process 
each time.

1 http://railstips.org/2008/10/27/using-gmail-with-imap-to-receive-
email-in-rails

Jason Seifer is a web developer and half 
of Rails Envy. He currently lives in South 
Florida where he develops web applications, 
produces the weekly Rails Envy podcast, 
and occasionally stars in silly internet 
videos. He enjoys long walks on the beach, 

scotch, and poetry. You can find more of him on the web at  
http://railsenvy.com, his personal blog at http://jasonseifer.com, and on 
Twitter as 'jseifer'.

Configuring Your Email Server
Email itself is a problem that has been largely solved. There 

are a wealth of email servers available but this article will take a 
look at Postfix. Postfix is most easily installed using the pack-
age manager of your distribution and may already be installed 
if you have a VPS. I prefer Ubuntu server side so this article will 
focus on that flavor. Just be aware that certain configuration file 
locations may vary depending on your distribution. So let's get 
started.

First we need to add or change some DNS records. The 
instructions for how to do this will vary depending on how you 
have your DNS hosted. I personally use DNS Made Easy and rec-
ommend it to my clients as well, should they need DNS hosting. 
DNS Made Easy has very reasonable rates and quotas. Regardless 
of your host you need to create the following records:

An “A” record that has your domain name only.•	
An “A” record that is just “•	 mail”.
An “MX” record that is set to level 10 and points to “•	 mail”
Optional: An “SPF” record•	

OK, I was lying. The SPF record isn't really optional. This is 
going to be a TXT Record and should read something like this:

 v=spf1 mx -all

There are several different variations you can use with SPF 
records but going through them would be beyond the scope of 
this article. Do some research and pick the combination that's 
right for your setup.

Now, the first thing that you're going to need to do is figure 
out what address you want to receive mail as. This is going to be 
your catch-all address. In this case we're going to choose "killer-
robot" because that just might keep spammers at bay2. I mean, 
who's going to spam a killer robot?

Reading tutorials around the web or even looking in some 
books will tell you that you can tell postfix to forward mail 
simply by piping it in /etc/aliases. You might be tempted to do 

2 No it won't.
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something like pipe everything to a ruby script:
# /etc/aliases

...

killerrobot: "|/usr/bin/ruby /var/www/apps/myapp/current/lib/
mail_receiver.rb"

*: killerrobot

This, unfortunately, won't work. If you do it this way, all of 
your scripts are going to run as root. This is not what you want 
and can be a security concern. The proper way to do this is with 
a postmap filter. Open up /etc/postfix/master.cf. The first line 
after all of the comments should look like this:

Add a line right below that to tell postfix that you're using a 
filter:

# /etc/postfix/master.cf

smtp    inet  n       -       -       -       -       smtpd

# /etc/postfix/master.cf

smtp    inet  n       -       -       -       -       smtpd

 -o content_filter=myapp_filter:

Then go all the way down to the bottom of the file and add 
your filter:

# /etc/postfix/master.cf 

smtp    inet  n       -       -       -       -       smtpd -o content_filter=myapp_filter:...

myapp_filter unix -     n       n       -       -       pipe

 flags=Xhq user=deploy argv=/usr/bin/ruby /var/www/apps/myapp/current/lib/mail_receiver.rb

The “X” parameter in “flags=Xhq” tells postfix that an external 
command performs final delivery. This is going to change the 
message status from “relayed” to “delivered”. The “h” flag sets 
the recipients and domains to lowercase, and the “q” flag quotes 
whitespace and other special characters. Now, reload postfix by 
doing sudo postfix reload. At this point, you should have a very 
basic mail server configured to receive email and put it in to a 
mail_receiver.rb script.

Handling the Email
We're going to be putting all of our mail that comes in to 

a message queue and parsing it with the “mms2r” gem. In this 
article I'm going to use beanstalkd3 but you could substitute your 
favorite message queue for this part of the architecture. I'm going 
to assume that a message queue is already installed and running 
and that you have both the “tmail” and “mms2r” gems installed.

We want our mail_receiver script to be super lean. It's only 
going to serve one function: put the incoming mail in to a queue. 
We'll process the queue later but for now we just want to get it in 
there and handle any attachments. We want it to be super lean 
because if we're receiving a lot of mail we don't want this script 

3 http://xph.us/software/beanstalkd/

to be memory intensive or take a long time to start up or run. It 
will look something like this:

#!/usr/bin/env ruby

require 'rubygems'

require 'tmail'

require 'mms2r'

require 'beanstalk-client'

message = $stdin.read

mail = TMail::Mail.parse(message)

mms = MMS2R::Media.new(mail)

if !mail.to.nil?

  BEANSTALK = Beanstalk::Pool.new(['127.0.0.1:11300'])

  BEANSTALK.yput({:type => 'received_email', 

    :to => mail.to.flatten.first.gsub('@mydomain.com', ''), 

    :tags => mail.subject, 

    :attachment => mms.default_media.path})

end

What we're doing here is taking the email message from 
standard input and parsing it by putting it in to a TMail object. 
TMail is a great library that takes care of most of the formatting 

for us. It lets us do things like 
refer to mail messages as ob-
jects and use mail.to, mail.from, 
etc. If we have attachments, 
they're going along as well.

MMS2R is an amazing 
piece of software. It works for 

both emails and, as the name implies, MMS messages as well. 
What makes it so amazing? There are dozens of different formats 
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that an attachment can come in from both email and MMS. 
Different phone carriers each have their own way of doing MMS 
attachments, each of them slightly different. MMS2R alleviates 
the problem of trying to parse all of these different formats and 
does it all for you. In this way we can call MMS2R::Media.new(mail) 
and be done with it.

For the purposes of our example application, the user can 
tag the photos they upload by putting the different tags in the 
subject. We send that in as another option in the job hash for 
beanstalkd. Each user is assigned a unique identifier in their 
account that lets them send email to the application, for ex-
ample aslkdf32@myapp.com. We grab the first recipient (mail.to) 
because that will come in as an array. We take the domain out 
and send that in as the “to” field. Finally, the temporary media 
location on disk that we parsed using MMS2R is thrown in to 
the queue as the :attachment option. Our mail is in the queue.

Processing the Queue
Now that we have our email in the queue, we need to get it 

out. For this part, we're actually going to load the Rails envi-
ronment. I have this in the lib directory. The code would look 

something like this:
#!/usr/bin/env ruby

require File.join(File.dirname(__FILE__), '..', 'config', 
'environment')

require 'rubygems'

require 'beanstalk-client'

require 'yaml'

beanstalk_config = YAML::load(File.open("#{RAILS_ROOT}/con-
fig/beanstalk.yml"))

@logger = Logger.new("#{RAILS_ROOT}/log/queue.#{Rails.env}.
log")

@logger.level = Logger::INFO

BEANSTALK = Beanstalk::Pool.new(beanstalk_config[Rails.env])

loop do

  job = BEANSTALK.reserve

  job_hash = job.ybody

  case job_hash[:type]

  when 'received_email'

    @logger.info("Got email: #{job_hash.inspect}")

    if EmailProcessor.process(job_hash)

      job.delete

    else

      @logger.warn("Did not process email: #{job_hash.in-
spect}")

      job.bury

    end

  else

    @logger.warn("Don't know how to process #{job_hash.
inspect}")

  end

end

The first line loads the Rails environment so we have access 
to all of our ActiveRecord models. We want to keep our code 
DRY and use only one method of processing an attachment, 
routing messages, or the like. If we were using attachment_fu or 
paperclip, we would keep this code in the model. You might even 
want to make a separate class, such a presenter, for your logic. 
In this case the EmailProcessor class finds the user based on the 
reception_email attribute and then executes the do_stuff method 
to process the message. It would look something like this:

require 'local_file'

require 'tmail'

require 'mms2r'

class EmailProcessor

  attr_accessor :user, :options
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  def self.process(*args)

    email_processor = new(*args)

    email_processor.do_stuff

  end

  def find_user

    @user = User.find(:first, :conditions => {:reception_
email => @options[:to]})

  end

  def do_stuff

    # Your actual logic would go here...

  end

  def initialize(*args)

    @options = args.extract_options!

    find_user

  end

end

This uses the LocalFile class from Ben Rubenstein4

We're not quite done yet. We need to make the mail_processor 
run as a daemon instead of just running “ruby mail_processor.
rb” when we want to launch it. We'll use the daemons library for 
that. This will take care of setting up PID files and lets us do ruby 
mail_processor_control.rb start and ruby mail_processor_control.
rb stop. We're also using the daemons_extension file from Rapleaf 
that actually gives feedback on stopping of the daemon. The 
script itself is extremely simple and goes in the lib directory with 
your mail_processor.rb script:

require 'rubygems'

require 'daemons'

require File.join(File.dirname(__FILE__), 'daemons_exten-
sion')

ENV['RAILS_ENV'] ||= 'development'

options = {

  :app_name  => 'processor',

  :dir_mode  => :script,

  :dir       => '../log',

  :backtrace => true,

  :mode      => :load,

  :monitor   => true

}

Daemons.run(File.join(File.dirname(__FILE__), 'processor.

4 http://www.benr75.com/articles/2008/01/04/attachment_fu-now-
with-local-file-fu

rb'), options)

Now just start it by doing “ruby mail_processor_control.rb 
start” and your daemon will be up and running. That's it! You're 
receiving e-mail to your Rails app.

Considerations
Depending on your configuration, you may want to use a 

different message queue than beanstalkd. I've personally found 
beanstalkd to be reliable but your architecture might call for 
something else. For example, you may want to put your message 
queue on another server. If you did this then you wouldn't have 
access to the temporary storage that MMS2R defaults to for sav-
ing the attachments. In that case you could use a queue and put 
the attachments directly in the queue, on s3, etc.

Some people have reported problems using the daemons 
library and having their daemon just halt and stop respond-
ing. I've never encountered that and I've had this similar setup 
running for months. You will also want to put your mail_proces-
sor_control under some sort of process supervision, such as by 
monit or god.
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Delegation in Ruby
by Khaled al Habache

“Separate changeable parts from others that remains the 
same” and “composition is preferred to inheritance” are two 
common design principles when you start designing in OOP 
world. However and while the first seems logical, one might 
wonder why it's preferable to use composition over inheritance, 
and that's a logical question, so let's answer it via an example.

Let's suppose that we have a Robot that has a heat sensor, one 
would write a very simple UML:

This design has several drawbacks:

1. There is a strong probability to have another type of robots 
that don't have heat sensors (breaks the first design principle: 
separate changeable code from static one).

2. Whenever I want to modify anything related to the heat 
sensor, I have to change the robot class (breaks the first design 
principle).

3. Exposure of heat sensor methods to in Robot class.

Let's enhance this class a bit:

Well, now this is an inheritance based design and it solves the 
first problem, but it's still incapable to solve the other 2 problems 
related to the heat sensor. Let's do another enhancement:

You may be asking yourself why we didn't use ActionMailer 
to handle the incoming emails since it does that? The answer is 
that if you do it the way it's described, for example, on the Rails 
wiki, it will spin up a new Rails process for each email that's 
received. Under any significant load, this will fail5. Another 
drawback to that approach is that if there is a failure, you lose the 
email. With this type of architecture, it remains in the queue and 
you can just process it later.

Conclusion
This is a good start to handling email in your application. Be-

ing able to process email is a great way to enhance your app and 
give your users mobile access. With email-capable phones be-
coming ubiquitous, they no longer need to be tied to a computer 
to use your app. Remember, an app that can be used anywhere is 
an app that will be used anywhere.

5 Because rails can't scale. See http://canrailsscale.com for more infor-
mation.

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/2
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Now this is a typical design, based on composition rather 
than inheritance, where we could solve the above 3 problems, 
and moreover we gained a new thing: we can now abstract the 
HeatSensor for future uses.

Now what is delegation?
Delegation is the process of delegating functionality to the 

contained parts.

If you look carefully at the previous figure, you will notice 
that the VolcanoRobot still has the 3 methods related to the sen-
sor; those are wrapper methods, they do nothing but calls to the 
sensor corresponding methods.  That's exactly what delegation 
is, just forwarding functionality to the contained parts (del-
egates).

Delegation comes along with composition to provide flex-
ible and elegant solutions like the one we had above, and also it 
serves the principle “separate changeable code from static one”, 
but it also comes with a tax: the need for wrapper methods, and 
extra time needed in processing because of the calls to these 
wrapper methods.

Ruby and delegation
Now let's take a look at a code example:

We have a multi purpose Robot that has an arm and a heat 
sensor. The robot does several jobs, like packaging boxes, stack-
ing them and measuring the heat. 

We will use composition and delegation as follows:

class Robot

  def initialize

    @heat_sensor = HeatSensor.new

    @arm = RobotArm.new

  end

  def measure_heat(scale="c")

    @heat_sensor.measure(scale)

  end

  def stack(boxes_number=1)

    @arm.stack(boxes_number)

  end

  def package

    @arm.package

  end

end

class HeatSensor

  # Celsius or Fahrenheit scale

  def measure(scale="c")

    t = rand(100)

    t = scale=="c" ? t : t * (9/5)

    puts "Heat is #{t}° #{scale.upcase}"

  end

end

class RobotArm

  def stack(boxes_number=1)

    puts "Stacking #{boxes_number} box(es)"

  end

  def package

    puts "Packaging"

  end

end

robo = Robot.new #=>#<Robot:0xb75131e8 @
arm=#<RobotArm:0xb75131ac>, @heat_sensor=#<HeatSensor:0xb75131c
0>>

robo.stack 2 #=>Stacking 2 box(es)

robo.package #=>Packaging

robo.measure_heat #=> Heat is 59° C

As you can see, I have 3 wrapper methods(stack, package and 
measure_heat) in Robot class that are doing nothing but to call 
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the contained objects corresponding methods. 

This is a nasty thing, especially when there are lots of con-
tained objects.

However two libraries come to the rescue in Ruby: Forward-
able and Delegate. Let's check out each of them.

Forwardable lib
Forwardable lib is library that supports delegation, it has 2 

modules Forwardable and SingleForwardable.

Forwardable module
The Forwardable module provides delegation of specified 

methods to a designated object, using the methods def_delegator 
and def_delegators. 

def_delegator(obj, method, alias = method): Defines a method 
method which delegates to obj. If alias is provided, it is used as 
the name for the delegate method.

def_delegators(obj, *methods): Shortcut for defining multiple 
delegator methods, but with no provision for using a different 
name.

Let's refactor our robot example to make it Forwardable 
module:

require 'forwardable'

class Robot

  # Extending provides class methods

  extend Forwardable

  # Use of  def_delegators

  def_delegators :@arm,:package,:stack

  # Use of  def_delegator

  def_delegator :@heat_sensor, :measure ,:measure_heat

  def initialize

    @heat_sensor = HeatSensor.new

    @arm = RobotArm.new

  end

end

class HeatSensor

  #Celsius or Fahrenheit scale

  def measure(scale="c")

    t = rand(100)

    t = scale=="c" ? t : t * (9/5)

    puts "Heat is #{t}° #{scale.upcase}"

  end

end

class RobotArm

  def stack(boxes_number=1)

    puts "Stacking #{boxes_number} box(es)"

  end

  def package

    puts "Packaging"

  end

end

Well, that's a neater solution as you can see.

SingleForwardable module
The SingleForwardable module provides delegation of speci-

fied methods to a designated object, using the methods def_del-
egator and def_delegators. This module is similar to Forward-
able, but it works on objects themselves, instead of their defining 
classes. 

require "forwardable"

require "date"

date = Date.today #=> #<Date: 4909665/2,0,2299161>

# Prepare object for delegation

date.extend SingleForwardable #=> #<Date: 
4909665/2,0,2299161>

# Add delegation for Time.now

date.def_delegator :Time, "now","with_time"

puts date.with_time #=>Thu Jan 01 23:03:04 +0200 2009
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Delegate Lib
Delegate lib is another lib that provides delegation, i'll explain 

two ways to use it.

DelegateClass method
Use the top level DelegateClass method, which allows you to 

easily setup delegation through class inheritance. In the follow-
ing example, I want to make a new class called CurrentDate, 
which holds the current date and some extra methods, at the 
same time I'm delegating to normal date objects:

require "delegate"

require "date"

# Notice the class definition

class CurrentDate < DelegateClass(Date)

  def initialize

    @date = Date.today

    # Pass the object to be delegated to the superclass. 

    super(@date)

  end

  def to_s

    @date.strftime "%Y/%m/%d"

  end

  def with_time

    Time.now

  end

end

cdate = CurrentDate.new

# Notice how delegation works

# Instead of using cdate.date.day and defining

# attr_accessor for the date, I use c.day

puts cdate.day #=>1

puts cdate.month #=>1

puts cdate.year #=>2009

# Testing added methods

# to_s

puts cdate #=> 2009/01/01

puts cdate.with_time #=> Thu Jan 01 23:22:20 +0200 2009

SimpleDelegator class
Use it to delegate to an object that might be changed:
require "delegate"

require "date"

today = Date.today #=> #<Date: 4909665/2,0,2299161>

yesterday = today - 1 #=> #<Date: 4909663/2,0,2299161>

date = SimpleDelegator.new(today) #=> #<Date: 
4909665/2,0,2299161>

puts date #=>2009-01-01

# Use __setobj__ to change the delegate

date.__setobj__(yesterday)#=> #<Date: 4909663/2,0,2299161>

puts date #=>2008-12-31

As you can see, we made 2 objects and then delegated to 
them consequently.

What about Rails?
Rails adds new functionality called “delegate”, which pro-

vides a delegate class method to easily expose contained objects’ 
methods as your own. Pass one or more methods (specified as 
symbols or strings) and the name of the target object as the final 
:to option (also a symbol or string). At least one method and the 
:to option are required. 
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Go to your console and create a dummy project, then cd to 
that project and fire the rails console:

$ rails dummy 

…...

$ cd dummy

$ruby script/console

Loading development environment (Rails 2.2.2)

>> Person = Struct.new(:name, :address)

=> Person

>> class Invoice < Struct.new(:client)

>>   delegate :name, :address, :to => :client

>> end

=> [:name, :address]

>> john_doe = Person.new("John Doe", "Vimmersvej 13")

=> #<struct Person name="John Doe", address="Vimmersvej 13">

>> invoice = Invoice.new(john_doe)

=> #<struct Invoice client=#<struct Person name="John Doe", 
address="Vimmersvej 13">>

>> invoice.name

=> John Doe

>> invoice.address

=>Vimmersvej 13

I strongly urge you to check the whole provided examples in 
rails API documentation, to also see how to use this effectively 
with ActiveRecord.

Before I finish this article I want to share with you the code 
of delegate method from rails API documentation. I'll add some 
comments on the code to explain what is going on:

class Module

  # Delegate method 

  # It expects an array of arguments that contains 

  # the methods to be delegated and a hash of options

  def delegate(*methods)

    # Pop up the options hash from arguments array

Khaled al Habache is a software 
engineer, working for d1g.com as a deputy 
project manager and a senior RoR engineer. 
A fan or opensource and big projects,and 
research based work.
Currently giving part of his time for Ruby 

community and other web related work on his blog: 
http://www.khelll.com

    options = methods.pop

    # Check the availability of the options hash

    # and more specifically the :to option

    # Raises an error if one of them is not there

    unless options.is_a?(Hash) && to = options[:to]

      raise ArgumentError, "Delegation needs a target. Sup-
ply an options hash with a :to key as the last argument (e.g. 
delegate :hello, :to => :greeter)."

    end

    # Make sure the :to option follows syntax rules

    # for method names 

    if options[:prefix] == true && options[:to].to_s =~ 
/^[^a-z_]/

      raise ArgumentError, "Can only automatically set the 
delegation prefix when delegating to a method."

    end

    # Set the real prefix value 

    prefix = options[:prefix] && "#{options[:prefix] == true 
? to : options[:prefix]}_"

   # Here comes the magic of ruby :) 

   # Reflection techniques are used here:

   # module_eval is used to add new methods on the fly which:

   # expose the contained methods' objects

    methods.each do |method|

      module_eval("def #{prefix}#{method}(*args, &block)\
n#{to}.__send__(#{method.inspect}, *args, &block)\nend\n", "(__
DELEGATION__)", 1)

    end

  end

end

That's it for this article, we have covered 5 points:
1. Composition vs inheritance
2. What delegation is, and why it's used.
3. Ruby Forwardable lib
4. Ruby Delegate lib
5. Rails delegate method

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/3
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Subscription billing with Saasy
by Alex MacCaw

Software as a service (SaaS) has recently become quite a 
popular business model and, in such a tumultuous financial cli-
mate, its predictable income is invaluable. However, subscription 
billing can be tricky (and boring) to setup - and there are lots of 
pitfalls along the way. Hopefully this article with help you avoid 
them, and save you a bit of time into the bargain!

To charge Credit Cards you’ll need:
A corporate bank account•	
Merchant account•	
Gateway account•	

Your merchant account is actually a bank account, but not 
one you can access directly. They have agreements with the ma-
jor banks so they can perform the credit-card transactions. Your 
gateway passes on your customer’s credit cards to the merchant 
account, and additionally some will store those details so you 
can charge the card later.

You shouldn’t attempt to store the card details yourself. If 
you do, you’ll have to be PCI compliant, or suffer huge fines. It’s 
much better to let your gateway handle all of that.

There are Ruby libraries, such as ActiveMerchant, that 
abstract most of the gateways so you can deal with a common 
interface.

However, implementing subscription billing is still a pain. 
Some of the gateways offer their own subscription billing 
mechanisms - but getting notifications when a charge hasn’t gone 
through can be notoriously tricky. A good alternative is to run a 
billing script nightly which goes through all the accounts, checks 
to see if they’re billing cycle is coming to a close, and bills them 
if applicable. That way, you have total control on who you bill, 
and when you bill. Additionally it makes advanced things like 
refunds and discount codes much easier to implement.

This is where Saasy comes in. Saasy is an open source Rails 
app that deals with account creation, user authentication and 
subscription billing. Saasy will also send out all the mailers for 
you, generate invoices, and deal with failed charges.

Saasy uses ActiveMerchant (with a few tweaks) in the back-
ground, and currently supports the following gateways:

Braintree •	
TrustCommerce •	
PaymentExpress•	

It’s designed as a decoupled component that runs separately 
from your SaaS service (although they share the same DB). This 
kind of architecture is getting more popular, where your app is a 
series of agile decoupled components, which can be shared and 
developed without ending up with an unwieldy mass of code.

Saasy also acts as a Single Sign On (SSO), which you’ll need 
to integrate with to authenticate users. The advantage of this is 

that you don’t need to write (or generate) more authentication 
code - and your users can stay signed in across all your services, 
even if they’re on different domains.

Initial setup
I’m assuming you’ve already got Ruby installed on your 

machine, but if not there are numerous articles online showing 
you how.

Firstly you’ll need to open a terminal and download Saasy. If 
you’re using Git, run this:

git clone git://github.com/maccman/saasy.git

If don’t have Git, you can download a Saasy tarball of the 
github.com site (http://github.com/maccman/saasy).

Rails and the gems Saasy relies upon are all vendorized, so 
you don’t need to worry about installing them.

Then copy the default configuration files to their correct 
locations, like this:

cp config/database.example.yml config/database.yml

cp config/application.example.yml config/application.yml

cp config/subscription.example.yml config/subscription.yml

The default configuration will be fine to start off with, we can 
change it later.

The next step is to load the database schema into a Sqlite db, 
run:

rake db:schema:load

Now we’re ready to start the server:
script/server

That’s all there is to setting up Saasy; navigate to http://local-
host:3000/signup

Fill in the signup form, and use the following dummy credit 
card details:

Type: •	 Visa

Number: •	 4111111111111111

CVS: •	 999

Alex MacCaw is a Prototyping Developer for 
Made by Many (http://madebymany.co.uk), social 

media specialists based in London. He's mainly 
a Ruby developer, but delves into lots of other 

languages and areas concerning application design 
and implementation. His personal site is http://eribium.org.
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So, if the signup validation passed, you’ll be sent to the login 
screen with a prompt to check your inbox. However, since this is 
running in the Rails development environment, that email will 
never be sent - so you’ll have to check the logs which will contain 
the raw email, and navigate to the activation url manually.

Once your account has been activated, and you’ve signed 
in, you’ll be looking at your profile management page. Have an 
explore of the various view, especially the billing one. 
You’ll notice Saasy comes with a default black theme - you’ll have 
to customize this to fit in with your own sites design. Likewise 
with the signup, and plan page.

By default Saasy uses a gateway called Braintree as they allow 
sandbox developing without registering an account with them. 
You can change the gateway in config/subscription.yml. That’s 
also the configuration file where you specify the plans you want, 
their duration and price amonst other things. If you have a look 
at the defaults everything should be fairly self explanatory.

The other configuration file, config/application.yml, specifies 
more application specific settings such as the application name, 
domain and mailing address.

Integrating Saasy with your SaaS service
One of the other beneifts Saasy provides you with is a SSO 

(Single Sign On), so you don’t need to repeat authentication code 
in all your apps, and you can stay ‘DRY’. At the moment, Saasy 
uses a custom SSO protocol, since I was keen to keep it as simple 
as possible, with only one round request. This may change to a 
widely recognised SSO protocol if there are lots of calls for it.

I’m assuming that the app you’re integrating with Saasy is 
also a Rails site, if not you’ll have to look closer at the protocol 
to replicate it. Also, the SSO library I wrote also assumes you’ve 
installed the RestfulAuthentication plugin, which you can get it 
off github (http://github.com/technoweenie/restful-authentication/
tree).

Copy lib/sso.rb from Saasy to your other app. In app/control-
lers/application.rb, you’ll need to add this configuration:

include SSO::Client

sso({

    :secret       => ‘sso_secret’,

    :salt         => ‘sso_salt’,

    :login_url    => saas_site + ‘/login’,

    :logout_url   => saas_site + ‘/logout’,

    :callback_url => app_site + ‘/sessions/sso’

})

Obviously you’ll need to replace those values with the real 
ones. The secret and salt should be different, random num-
bers – you can generate them with a rake task called secret. The 
login_url will need to point to the login url of Saasy, likewise the 
logout_url needs to be set to Saasy’s logout action. The callback_
url needs to point to an SSO action (which we haven’t made yet), 
on this application.

You’ll need to edit Saasy’s config/application.yml file, so the 
sso_secret and sso_salt match the ones you added to the control-
ler. These are the shared secrets used to generate checksums for 
the SSO, and so need to be the same.

Create a basic Sessions controller containing the following 
code:

class SessionsController < ApplicationController

  def new

    redirect_to sso_login_url

  end

 

  def destroy

    logout_killing_session!

    redirect_to sso_logout_url

  end

 

  def sso

    head(401) and return unless sso_valid_token?

    flash[:notice] = “Logged in successfully”

    redirect_back_or_default(‘/’)

  end

end

Those SSO specific methods are provided by including 
Saasy::Client, which we did in application.rb. As you can see, 
there is significantly less code there than you’d normally need 
for authentication (not to mention the User model). There’s still a 
problem with the code though:

Once we’ve authorized the client in the method sso, we still 
don’t know which one it is, so we need to do an additional re-
quest too Saasy. We’re going to use ActiveResource to do that:

class RemoteUser < ActiveResource::Base

  class_inheritable_accessor :headers

  self.site = ‘saas_site’

  self.element_name = ‘user’

  class << self

    def current_user

      find(:one, :from => :current)

    end

  end

end

The above is what you’ll need to include in app/models/remote_
user.rb. The reason I’m using the class name RemoteUser, rather 
than User, is to prevent clobbering of an existing User model (if it 
exists).

Now we can call just User.current_user in the controller, and 
it’ll fetch the current user from Saasy.

Make the SessionsController#sso method look like this:

Subscription billing with Saasy by Alex MacCaw
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  def sso

    head(401) and return unless sso_valid_token?

    RemoteUser.headers =

      {‘Authorization’ => sso_header_token}

    remote_user = RemoteUser.current_user

    self.current_user = User.find(remote_user.id)

    flash[:notice] = “Logged in successfully”

    redirect_back_or_default(‘/’)

  end

You can see we’re setting the headers on RemoteUser, so Saasy 
knows which user we’re talking about. We’re then setting cur-
rent_user, which is an RestfulAuthentication method, so that us-
ers id stays in the session, and doesn’t need authentication every 
time they make a request.

If you just want an overview of the complete code, there’s 
some documentation in lib/sso.rb – and code examples too.

And now, I’m afraid, a disclaimer: Saasy is only a few weeks 
old, still alpha and hasn’t yet been used in a production environ-
ment. That said, things are progressing quickly, and I’m planning 
on using Saasy in my own commercial site, socialmod.com – an 
automated moderation service which is currently in a private 
beta. Hopefully, with the support of the open source community, 
we’ll have a production ready framework soon.

If you’re looking for a more robust and tested solution, try 
the Rails Kits SaaS app (http://railskits.com/saas/) which has 
been around for quite a while.

So, that’s a brief introduction to Saasy, I hope it saved you 
a bit of time reinventing the wheel by writing your own billing 
framework.

Resources
http://www.slash7.com/jumpstart
http://letsfreckle.com/blog/2008/12/ecommerce-stuff/
http://www.activemerchant.org/
http://railskits.com/saas/
http://particletree.com/notebook/processing-online-credit-card-
transactions/
http://www.37signals.com/svn/posts/753-ask-37signals-how-
do-you-process-credit-cards
http://activereload.net/2007/5/17/dealing-with-subscription-
payments
http://www.setfiremedia.com/blog/7-top-tips-for-coding-with-
currency

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/4

We will also assume that you have a bare application with a 
User model. 

First, lets look at our tasks/quote_task.rake file.  We need to 
first create a new namespace for our plugin, and add a setup task. 

namespace :quote do 

  desc "Create Quotes YAML file in the config directory" 

  task(:setup) do 

       

  end 

end 

Our task only needs to create a YAML file, so we will use 
Ruby's File library to create our file and the puts method to write 
to it. 

namespace :quote do

  desc "Create Quotes YML file in the config direcory"

  task(:setup) do

    puts "Creating #{RAILS_ROOT}/config/quotes.yml" 

    quotes = File.new("#{RAILS_ROOT}/config/quotes.yml", "w") 

    quotes.puts( 

      "0: Come with me if you wanna live! \n1: If it bleeds, 
we can kill it.\n2: Its not a tumor!" 

    ) 

  end 

end 

Try running the task and you should see a newly generated 
YAML file in your config/ directory. 

rake quote:setup 

Next, we will get our init.rb file in order.  As mentioned 
before, this is loaded upon Rails' initialization, init.rb is run.  We 
should do any requires and in our case, open ActiveRecord and 
include our new methods. 

require "quote.rb" 

ActiveRecord::Base.send :include, Quote::ClassMethods 

Great.  Lets start on the fun part! Open up lib/quote.rb. Any 
real magic is going to happen here.  In a larger plugin, we will 
probably use different files for our different classes or modules, 
but for ours we will only need to use quote.rb for our single 
method. 

# Quote 

module Quote 

  module ClassMethods 

    # displays a random quote frou our quotes.yml 

continued from page 3

continued on page 35

Extending Rails 
through plugins
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Making the Switch From RSpec to Shoulda
by Dan Pickett

Thanks to Bryan Liles, we now know the answer to the 
question, "When should we test?" An important question that 
remains, however, is "How should I test?" While this is quite a 
loaded question, there are some frameworks available to help 
us. For a long time, I was married to RSpec. Writing behaviors 
worked well for my workflow and I came to appreciate the syn-
tax. Surely, we were meant to be together forever in TDD bliss. 
The honeymoon didn't last, though. The deceit of random spec 
failures and the secrecy behind Spec::Runner raised some ques-
tions. A secret testing affair ensued. I started using Shoulda on 
all my pet projects. Macros and custom assertions tempted me 
away from RSpec. For the past two months, all my new projects 
start with Shoulda, and I haven't looked back, since.

Why I Made the Switch 
Prior to discovering Shoulda, my toolkit for testing con-

sisted of RSpec for behaviors, factory_girl for model generation, 
autotest to keep the tests running, and Mocha for mocking and 
stubbing. Together, these tools worked very well for me.

One weekend, I was coding away on our project for the 2008 
Rails Rumble. With great TDD rhythm, I was blasting through 
behaviors and their corresponding implementations. I was writ-
ing factories and stubbing finders like it was nobody's business. 
As I was moving along, I realized I needed an authentication 
mechanism, and due to the time crunch, I started to integrate 
RESTful Authentication. Epic failure followed. Valuable time in 
the 48 hour code-a-thon was lost. Why? RESTful Authentica-
tion generated a series of Specs using RSpec's native mocking 
framework. Since I was using Mocha, the generated specs for 
authentication failed. After wasting an hour or two of valuable 
time, I could not make different specs utilize different frame-
works for mocking and stubbing. Why? Spec::Runner can take 
a configuration option called mock_with. Unfortunately, without 
a lot of hacking, I could not alter this configuration back and 
forth for specific examples. What I came to realize is that using 
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different mock frameworks in the same test suite isn't easy. In 
my opinion, this is a fundamental problem with the way RSpec 
is written. I didn't have time to change RESTful Authentication's 
generated tests to utilize Mocha, and I needed the coverage for 
the authentication pieces of my application. In defeat, I had to 
comment out all my authentication tests and I lost coverage for 
the authentication portions of my application.  This was the final 
straw for Spec::Runner and I.

I Shoulda used Shoulda
Coming back to Test::Unit equipped with a framework has 

been great. You can intermingle standard Test::Unit tests with 
shoulda blocks. You can build your own abstract test classes with 
helper methods and macros. Generally, it's a lot more comfort-
able for me to be working with a class structure in my test suite.

In transitioning some of my model specs to unit tests with 
Shoulda, ActiveRecord macros for validations decreased line 
count significantly. It was easy to write custom assertions again, 
and I didn't have to add and remove a bunch of files after run-
ning script/generate.

describe Band do

  it "should have a name" do

    band = Factory.build(:band, :name => "")

    band.save.should be_false

    band.errors.size.should eql(1)

  end

  it "should have a unique name" do

    band = Factory(:band)

    band_2 = Factory.build(:band, :name => band.name)

    

    band_2.save.should be_false

  end

  it "could have a list of albums" do

    band = Factory(:band)

    album = Factory(:album, :band => band)

    album_2 = Factory(:album, :band => band)

    

    band.albums.size.should eql(2)

  end

end

turns to:
class BandTest < ActiveSupport::TestCase

  context "a band" do

    setup do

      @band = Factory(:band)

Note: some of this information 
no longer applies due to recent 
developments in Shoulda and 

RSpec. Please check our article 
discussion area for more details.
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    end

    should_require_attribute :name

    should_require_unique_attribute :name

    should_have_many :albums

  end

end

ActiveRecord::Macros provide a great deal of utility. In 
designing my models, I've found should_have_db_column and the 
association macros to be extremely useful prior to generating 
migrations. should_protect_attribute is also a great utility that 
helps you to protect foreign keys and other secure attributes 
from mass assignment.

What I Shoulda Known
There's a few things I learned along the way that I wish I 

knew earlier in my transition.

I don't usually use Shoulda's macros for my functional tests. 
They generally result in code smells when I want to set expecta-
tions prior to issuing the request. For example, given the follow-
ing context:

  context "when creating a user" do

    setup do

      post :create, :user => {:login => "jsmith",

       :password => "secret", 

       :password_confirmation => "secret"}

    end

    should_respond_with :redirect

  end

If I want to add an expectation that the controller will at-
tempt to save the record, I can't really accomplish it cleanly 
because the request is issued in the setup block. Generally I 
just write my own should statements for functional testing. The 
example above with the addition of the save expectation would 
look something like this:

  context "when creating a user" do

    setup do

      @user = Factory.build(:user)

      User.stubs(:new).returns(@user)

    end

    should "redirect" do

      do_create_post

      assert_response :redirect

    end

    should "attempt to save the user" do

      @user.expects(:save).returns(true)

      do_create_post

    end

  end

 

  def do_create_post(user_attrs = {})

    post :create, :user => {:login => "jsmith", :password => 
"secret", :password_confirmation => "secret"}.merge(user_attrs)

  end

Also, Shoulda's validates_uniqueness_of requires a record in 
the table for it to run. Once the test broke, it was easy to figure 
out, but it may stump you for a bit.

There's a great project authored by Jeremy McAnally on 
GitHub called Matchy. It gives you some of the syntactic sugar 
of RSpec's should statements inside Test::Unit. This would have 
been useful in moving my specs into Test::Unit and Shoulda. 
Beware, though, I believe the should =~ /regex/ never fails (it's 
on my todo list to write a patch).

What I Miss
RSpec served me well for a long time. Now that I've moved 

on to Shoulda, there's definitely a few things to miss.

The before(:all) block was great in RSpec.  Shoulda's setup 
block runs for every should statement, where before(:all) will 
execute once for a given set of examples. The performance gains 
in running large test suites with a before(:all) instead of a 
before(:each) was nice when it was available.

While it's not really an issue with Shoulda's implementation 
itself, I miss the ability to run focused examples in TextMate. The 
Run Focused Should bundle item in Shoulda's TextMate bundle 
breaks with a SystemStackError for me. I can run individual 
examples in the command line, but not being able to run them 
in my editor can be a bit of a nuisance. In addition, I appreciated 
the readability of the RSpec Results window in TextMate.

While core support for testing helpers is getting better with 
classes like ActionView::TestCase, Helper testing was a bit more 
intuitive for me in RSpec.  In testing my helpers with Shoulda, it 
took a hack and a patch to core in order to get *_path and *_url 
methods working for ActionView::TestCase.

What You Should Know
RSpec and Shoulda are great frameworks built by smart 

developers. If you're using a framework and you're writing tests 
before you write implementations, you're on the right track. 
Each framework has its pros and cons, and my intent here was 
not to be persuasive about any single framework, but to docu-
ment my experience in making the switch.

If you're considering the switch from RSpec to Shoulda or 
vice versa, consider these elements carefully and what the cost of 
migrating a test suite entails. They both get the job done, and I've 
opted to leave a few of my projects with an RSpec test suite sim-
ply because the time investment in migrating them to Shoulda 
would take too much time and effort. As a developer you should 
always consider the cost of your efforts relative to their benefit. 
Talk it over with your team and ensure that everyone is comfort-
able and competent enough before utilizing a new framework. 
And don't forget, TATFT.

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/5
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Playing Hooky a.k.a. web hooks
by John Nunemaker

From everything that I have read and experienced, web 
hooks are awesome! They let developers easily extend and 
integrate web applications and allow users to receive events and 
data in real-time. Yep, real-time. No polling here folks. So what 
are web hooks? Lets start with examples, followed by theory, and 
then cap it off with code.

Examples
The best example of web hooks, that you would most likely 

be familiar with, is GitHub. GitHub has a services tab in the 
admin of each repository that allows you to send post-commit 
hooks to URLs which you specify. They even have a handful of 
pre-rolled hooks, such as Basecamp, Campfire, Email, Fog-
Bugz, IRC, Jabber, Lighthouse and Twitter, and have even open 
sourced the code.

Another example you may be familiar with, that has been 
around a little longer, is PayPal's Instant Payment Notifications 
(IPN). IPN "is PayPal's interface for handling real-time purchase 
confirmation and server-to-server communications" according 
to PayPal's website. Translated to English, PayPal sends a request 
to a URL you specify whenever someone completes a transac-
tion. Ryan Bates has a few fantastic screencasts on PayPal's IPN 
on Railscasts.com.

GitHub and PayPal are two great examples, but what about a 
well-known application that does not use web hooks and could 
benefit? The first that comes to mind for me is Feedburner, a 
service that provides statistics of subscriber counts and more for 
feeds. It updates these numbers once daily, yet there are probably 
thousands of desktop and web applications that repeatedly poll 
the Feedburner Awareness API throughout the day.

Imagine if, instead of polling Feedburner's API, developers 
could just provide Feedburner with a URL of their choosing. 
Once a day, when Feedburner finished creating the daily sum-
maries, they could post real-time requests to the developer's 
URL with information about the summary. No more cron job for 
the developer and no more polling the API for updates. Feed-
burner simply says, “Hey, we just updated the statistics for this 

John Nunemaker is passionate, 
driven and addicted to new. He is 
a partner at Ordered List (http://
orderedlist.com), where he does his best 
to create simple, usable websites and 
web applications. He also authors a well 
known Ruby and Rails programming 
blog, RailsTips (http://railstips.org).

feed, here you go.” Just like that, the developer can easily sync up 
Feedburner data in their application or send real-time notifica-
tions to those that are stat addicts like me.

Tired of writing the code and setting up infrastructure to re-
ceive email in your web apps? Rick Olson (a.k.a. technoweenie) 
sure was. That is why he created Astrotrain, a micro-app that 
sends hooks by way of an HTTP Post request or a Jabber mes-
sage whenever an email is received. An instance of Astrotrain ac-
tually powers the email functionality of Lighthouse and Tender, 
two popular apps that Rick has worked on.

The possibilities are pretty much endless with web hooks and 
these examples are just the tip of an iceberg. Now, we have proof 
that “real” companies are using web hooks. I don't know about 
you, but I'm relieved it isn't just a crazy fad. How about we dive 
in a bit more with some theory?

Theory
A while back, when I first started doing research about web 

hooks, there was one graphic that really made things click for 
me. It compares a unix program to a web application. To give 
credit where credit is due, this graphic's original form was from 
a presentation by Jeff Lindsay, who, as far as I can tell, coined the 
term “web hooks”.
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Program vs Webapp

As the figure above illustrates, an API for a web application is 
much like STDIN for a unix program. They both help get data in, 
but what about getting it out? Sure, you can get data out with an 
API, but only through polling, which is not real-time. I'll explain 
this more in a sec, but trust me when I say that polling sucks.

Unix programs, on the other hand, have STDOUT, which al-
lows piping commands together (ie: gem list | grep rails). Each 
unix program completes a specific, simple task that alone is not 
overly special, but the sum of them working together is greater 
than the parts. What do web apps have that allow this kind of 
real-time chaining?

Nowadays, most web apps have feeds and/or some sort of 
API that allow you to poll for updates, but this is not the answer. 
Why should we have to ask? The app knows when it has new 
data, why can't we just tell it to give us the data right away? I 
am a visual learner, so lets take a look quick at the difference 
between polling and pushing.

Playing Hooky a.k.a. web hooks by John Nunemaker
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Polling vs. Pushing Now that we understand what we are going to create, lets 
generate the two apps and some scaffolding to help get the point 
across quickly.

rails webhook_sender

cd webhook_sender

ruby script/generate scaffold Widget name:string

rake db:migrate

cd ..

rails webhook_receiver

cd webhook_receiver

ruby script/generate scaffold Message body:text

rake db:migrate

cd ..

At this point, we have two apps. webhook_sender has wid-
gets, which have just a name, and webhook_receiver has messag-
es with a body to store the message contents. Lets start with the 
webhook_sender app, implementing the functionality to send an 
HTTP request (web hook) whenever a widget gets modified.

Sending Hooks

We could use ActiveRecord callbacks for this functional-
ity, but Rails actually has a built-in mechanism for this type of 
thing known as observers. If you aren't familiar with observers, 
they are classes that respond to lifecycle callbacks, create, update 
and destroy to name a few, to implement trigger-like behavior 
outside of the original class (the Widget model).

cd webhook_sender

ruby script/generate observer Widget

Now start up your favorite editor and open up the file app/
models/widget_observer.rb. All we have to do is create method 
names that are similar to the ActiveRecord callbacks we want to 
hook into.

class WidgetObserver < ActiveRecord::Observer

  def after_create(record)

    send_hook(record, :create)

  end

  

  def after_update(record)

    send_hook(record, :update)

  end

  

  def after_destroy(record)

    send_hook(record, :destroy)

  end

  

  private

    def send_hook(record, operation)

      uri = URI.parse('http://localhost:3001/hooks/create')
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By pushing new data when an event happens, the web ap-
plication no longer has to act like a father during a long car trip, 
constantly telling us, the developers, "Not Yet!". Also, we can 
drop the annoying kid act, continually asking, "Are we there 
yet?". Pretty cool. Push is better than pull. Get it, got it, good.

How Can We Push Data?

Now we know that push is better than pull, but how can we 
put this into practice? One popular way to push real-time data 
around is XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol, 
ie: Jabber). XMPP is great, but it is a heavyweight. You will need 
another server and to learn another protocol.

Wouldn't it be nice if we could use a protocol that we already 
knew? Enter web hooks. Web hooks, in their most simple form, 
are push over http. Below is an example of the most simple web 
hook you can create using Ruby.

require 'net/http'

  

Net::HTTP.post_form(URI.parse(url), {

  'from'    => message.from,

  'to'      => message.to,

  'subject' => message.subject,

  'body'    => message.body

})

If you can add something like the code above into your 
application, you can implement web hooks. Enough with the 
examples and theory, lets do some coding!

Code
For the code portion of this article, we are going to build an 

app that sends web hooks and a second app that receives and 
processes those hooks. To help understand the process, lets take 
a look at one more visual.

Playing Hooky a.k.a. web hooks by John Nunemaker
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      Net::HTTP.post_form(uri, {

        'id'        => record.id,

        'name'      => record.name,

        'operation' => operation

      })

    end

end

The final thing before we start up our sending app is that 
we need to tell Rails that our WidgetObserver should always be 
running. Open up config/environment.rb and add the following 
line:

config.active_record.observers = :widget_observer

Our app is now aware of our WidgetObserver at all times and 
ready to start sending web hooks. Lets start this bad boy up!

ruby script/server

Receiving Hooks

Now that our sender app is up and running, lets get our 
receiving app whipped into shape. First, we are going to need a 
controller to receive the sent hook. Open up a new terminal tab 
(or window) and run the following commands.

cd webhook_receiver

ruby script/generate controller Hooks

Next, we need an action in that controller to receive the hook 
message and process it. Open up app/controllers/hooks_control-
ler.rb and change it to the following.

class HooksController < ApplicationController

  protect_from_forgery :except => :create

  

  def create

    body = params.except(:action, :controller)

    Message.create(:body => body)

    render :nothing => true

  end

end

Because Rails comes with Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 
protection, we need to tell this controller to skip that, otherwise 
we'll get invalid authenticity token errors when receiving the 
hook.

In the create action, we create the message and then render 
nothing. Remember that our sending application doesn't care if 
we receive this message or not, it just sends the message, there-
fore :nothing is a perfectly appropriate response. Note also that 
we excluded the param keys :action and :controller as those do 
not matter at all for the hook.

We have now created widgets, set the widgets to send hooks 
when they are modified, and created an application to receive 
and process those hooks. Lets start up our webhooks_receiver 
app as well, but on port 3001, so that it does not conflict with our 

currently running webhook_sender app.
ruby script/server -p 3001

Everything should be up and running and hooked together 
correctly, but lets check it in a browser just to be sure. Open up 
two tabs (or windows) in your browser of choice, the first to 
http://localhost:3000/widgets and the second to 
 http://localhost:3001/messages.

Create a new widget in the first tab, using the "New wid-
get" link and then refresh the messages tab. You should see the 
new message in the list. Congratulations! You just created and 
received your first web hook.

Beyond The Basics
This is a very simple example so that it can be understood 

by a broader audience, but I hope that you get the idea of how 
powerful and flexible web hooks can be. That said, if you are go-
ing to start implementing hooks into your apps, you will want to 
consider the following.

Interface for Managing

Typically, you should offer an interface for users to define 
their own web hook URLs instead of hard coding the url in the 
WidgetObserver. When I say interface, I am not necessarily 
referring to a web interface. An API would be a perfectly accept-
able way of creating, updating and deleting web hooks. You will 
also want to support multiple hooks per user and multiple users. 
The example I provided does not.

Queue the Sending

A good principle to live by in application development is if 
something can be moved out of the request/response cycle, do 
it! If I were going to implement hooks like this in a production 
application, instead of sending the net/http request in the Wid-
getObserver, I would queue it, using delayed_job or some other 
mechanism.

The benefit of queueing these hooks is two fold. First, you 
move the possibly slow process of sending the hooks outside of 
the request/response cycle. This means the users creating the 
data using the web interface do not have to wait for hooks to be 
sent before going about their business. This is particularly im-
portant if the subscribing server is out of commission or running 
slow.

Second, what if one of the subscribing servers is down? If you 
are doing a once or nothing request, the subscriber will miss out 
and have to poll for the missed data. On the other hand, if you 
queue the hook, you can leave it in your queue and keep trying 
until the subscriber responds with success. Shopify's wiki page 
on web hooks explains how they leave the request in the queue 
until the subscribing server responds with a successful response, 
and even provide a simple example.

Playing Hooky a.k.a. web hooks by John Nunemaker
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Thoughts on Security

The other thing you may have noticed in the example code 
is that it would be really easy to spoof a hook to the receiving 
app. Shopify takes the simple route by providing you with a key, 
which you can check before processing the hook, thus weeding 
out possible attacks and spiders. PayPal goes to the extreme, al-
lowing you to set up SSL certificates and encrypt the data being 
sent. For most apps, a simple key or basic authentication should 
be fine. You will have to decide what level of security is best for 
you and your app's users.

Conclusion
Web hooks are the most simple way to add real-time notifica-

tions to your web applications and they are not just for HTTP. As 
GitHub's services and Astrotrain show, you can send web hooks 
using a variety of formats (HTTP, Email, Jabber, IRC).

There are also some very interesting applications popping up, 
Switchub and AppJet for starters, that deal solely with receiving 
input, processing that input and then generating output. Imag-
ine a world where web applications can be piped together in the 
same fashion as Unix programs. That gets me excited about the 
future!

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/6

Coming Up...

Ruby & 
Rails

Conferences

I leave you, not with a powerful statement that shocks your 
soul, but rather a list of related links in hopes that this article has 
left you wanting.

Resources
Jeff Lindsay on Web Hooks (he seems to have coined the term)
Inspiring and Mind Opening Slideshow by Jeff Lindsay
GitHub's post-receive hooks and services code
PayPal's IPN
Astrotrain by Rick Olson (Lighthouse and Tender)
Shopify Wiki – Web Hooks
Web Hooks Wiki
Railscast on PayPal Notifications
Switchhub – Push content around the web
AppJet – Instant web programming
Delayed Gratification with Rails

Ruby on Rails Conferences

Feb 15 Mar 1 Mar 15 Mar 29 Apr 12 Apr 26 May 10 May 24 Jun 7 Jun 21 Jul 5 Jul 19 Aug 2 Aug 16 Aug 30 Sep 13 Sep 27 Oct 11 Oct 25 Nov 8 Nov 22 Dec 6

EuRuKo

May 9 - May 10

Barcelona, Spain
Cost: 30 Euro

Rails Konferenz
Dec 31

Date: TBD

Locos X Rails

Apr 3 - Apr 4

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Cost: ?

MountainWest RubyConf

Mar 12 - Mar 14

Salt Lake City, Utah
Cost: $100

RailsCamp (California)
May 20

California
Cost: ?

RailsCamp (Brisbane)

May 15 - May 18

Brisbane, Australia
Cost: $120 AUD

RailsCamp Paris 2
Mar 7

Paris, France
Cost: Free

LA Ruby Conf

Apr 4 - Apr 4

Los Angeles, California
Cost: $75

Acts As Conference

Feb 6 - Feb 7

Orlando, Florida
Cost: $125

RailsConf

May 4 - May 7

Las Vegas, Nevada
Cost: $695

Scotland on Rails

Mar 26 - Mar 28

Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom
Cost: £150

Art and Code

Mar 7 - Mar 9

Including Hackety Hack
Pittsburgh, US
Cost: ?

DSL Developers Conference

Apr 16 - Apr 17

Redmond, United States
Cost: free

Ruby on OS X

May 15 - May 16

Amsterdam
Cost: < $100

RailsCamp (UK)
Aug 20

UK
Cost: ?

RubyFringe

Jul 9 - Jul 12

Toronto, Canada
Cost: $800

RubyRx

Feb 19 - Feb 21

Durham, North Carolina
Cost: $550

Ruby DCamp

Sep 18 - Sep 19

Washington DC
Cost: Free

Golden Gate Ruby Conference

Apr 17 - Apr 18

San Francisco, California
Cost: ?

RubyCamp (Lyon)
Feb 21

Lyon, France
Cost: Free

Rails Underground

Jul 24 - Jul 25

London, UK
Cost: £240.00
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Adhearsion
by Jason Goecke & Jay Phillips

What is Adhearsion?
Telephony development has significant issues today. It tends 

to be fragmented, arduous, and requires a steep learning curve 
of understanding proprietary protocols, jargon and limited APIs. 
These issues are exasperated by the telecom industry’s use of pro-
prietary systems and inflexible business models. This prevents 
the telecom industry from keeping up with innovations happen-
ing elsewhere, especially in modern web development. 

Adhearsion is a new way to write voice-enabled applications 
with Ruby. It’s a complete open-source Ruby-based framework, 
not just an API or library, that provides all of the necessary 
features to develop comprehensive voice-enabled applications. 
For example, one might build an Adhearsion application with a 
Rails interface for managing an international tech support team. 
Or maybe you want to use a phone call as a CAPTCHA system 
(confirming the phone number at the same time). Or maybe 
you’re coming home with groceries and want to unlock your 
doors by calling your house and entering a passcode. Because an 
Adhearsion application is fundamentally a voice-enabled Ruby 
application, there are virtually no limits to what may be done. 

Today Adhearsion works in tandem with the Asterisk open-
source telephony engine, maintaining Asterisk as the core tele-
phony switching platform while providing an application layer 
atop it. The latest release of Adhearsion comes with a component 
architecture that allows for easily writing plug-ins that may be 
shared among the Adhearsion community.

What is Asterisk?
Asterisk is an open-source telephony engine and toolkit. 

With respect to Adhearsion, Asterisk provides support for 
converting between audio codecs, telephony protocols, and 
providing lower-level abstractions of telephony functional-
ity. Asterisk may be molded into many applications, from 
office PBX systems, to conference calling servers to voicemail 
systems. There is  generally  a steep learning curve to get 
started developing applications with Asterisk. There are also 
design issues in various aspects of the engine that make using 
a development framework for extending it more appropriate 
for scale and stability.

The latest release of Adhearsion comes with a series of 
enhancements. This includes a new component architecture that 
allows for easily writing plug-ins that may be shared among the 
Adhearsion community.  A complete re-work of how Adhear-
sion interfaces to the Asterisk Manager API (a protocol used 
for receiving events and issuing various commands) that uses a 
dynamic thread pool, as well as Ragel to create a state machine 
that parses the protocol efficiently providing great scalability. 
Adhearsion has an exciting roadmap that is rapidly evolving the 
framework for additional features and support of more tele-
phony engines.

Hello, World!
Lets dive right into the action and write our first Hello World 

application. Install the Adhearsion gem by simply doing
$ sudo gem install adhearsion

Now that you have Adhearsion installed you have the ‘ahn’ 
command that is used to generate, stop and start applications as 
well as to create, enable and disable components.  You can view 
usage information by doing

$ ahn --help

Let’s create your first application by entering
$ ahn create ~/my_first_app

This is similar to enerating a Rails application with the “rails” 
command. You will see the program print out a list of files it just 
created in the my_first_app folder. The next step is to wire your 
application to use the Adhearsion Sandbox that is available for 
developers just getting started. The Sandbox allows you to focus 
on Adhearsion, without having to worry about setting up the 
underlying telephony system, getting you off and running with 
minimal friction. For this, you must sign up for a free account at:

http://new.adhearsion.com/getting_started

Accounts are required to use the sandbox because incoming 
calls need some way of finding you individually. After you have 
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your account, the next step is to enable the Sandbox component 
provided with Adhearsion by default from within your  
my_first_app directory:

$ ahn enable component sandbox

Once you have done this, you should then edit the  
~/my_first_app/components/sandbox/sandbox.yml file and enter your 
credentials you created on the sign-up form:

username: railsrockstar

password: rubyislove

We’re almost there!  Let’s start the application next by doing
$ ahn start . 

The next step is to modify the ~/my_first_app/dialplan.rb file, 
which is the file that contains the DSL for handling all inbound 
calls with realtime call control methods. When you open the file 
you should see something like this:

adhearsion {

  simon_game

}

Add this to the bottom of the dialplan.rb file:

sandbox {

  play “hello-world”

}

When a call comes into the Sandbox, control of it will be 
specifically forwarded to your Adhearsion application running 
on your system. The contexts in dialplan.rb (“adhearsion” and 
“sandbox” in the example above) specify many entry points into 
which calls may come and, by default, the sandbox starts execut-
ing the ‘sandbox’ context.  The “hello-world” String references a 
standard Asterisk sound file we have on the sandbox that will be 
played back to you when you call.

The next step is to setup Voice over IP (VoIP) phone software 
(called a “softphone”) on your computer. There are many free 
softphones to choose from, but we recommend using Gizmo5 
(http://www.gizmo5.com) since it does a good job of dealing with 
firewall issues and works on Windows, OSX and Linux. You’ll 
need to also sign up for a free Gizmo account (the last signup, 
we promise) but it’s actually quite useful because Gizmo’s servers 
will help you avoid firewall issues. Once you have  installed and 
configured Gizmo5, all you need to do now is dial your Sandbox 
account. To do this, simply enter the following into the Gizmo5 
text field near the top of the main Gizmo5 window:

your_username@sandbox.adhearsion.com

Thats it! If all went well you should now hear a woman say 
“Hello, world!”.  Let’s now try building a more sophisticated ap-
plication using Rails.

Rails Integration
While Adhearsion is a standalone framework, it may eas-

ily be integrated with Rails to leverage all of the business logic 
tucked away in the Rails models. Since Adhearsion and Rails run 
in their own interpreter instances, having messaging is required 
for sharing states across your applications if required beyond 
your models. For this, Adhearsion fully supports Distributed 
Ruby (DRb), a Stomp message queue as well as a set of RESTful 
APIs by default. 

To load Rails models and a database environment in the 
Adhearsion application you created above, you modify the  
config/startup.rb file as follows:

config.enable_rails :path => 'gui', :env => :development

In the above line the :path is simply the path to your root 
Rails directory, this may be an absolute path or a symbolic link, 
and of course the :env is which environment from database.yml 
you would like to use. Rails and Adhearsion will run as separate 
processes with their own Ruby interpreters but now both appli-
cations share the same underlying models.

Now let’s see how we may leverage this. Let’s say you have a 
Rails application that allows users to sign-up and listen to spe-
cially recorded audio files on your podcasting website. You might 
have a model that looked something like this:

First Nations 1
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class User < ActiveRecord::Base

  validates_presence_of :password

  validates_uniqueness_of :password

  has_many :podcasts, :order => “created_at desc”

end

class Podcast

  belongs_to :user

end

Now, from the same dialplan.rb we modified in the Hello 
World example above, we may enter the following:

podcast_content {

  password = input 5, 

            :play => ‘please-enter-your-pin-number’, 

            :timeout => 5.seconds

  user = User.find_by_password(password)

  if user

    play ”{user.id}/#{user.podcasts.first.id}”

  else

    play ‘vm-invalidpassword’

    play ‘goodbye’

  end

  hangup

}

In the example above we show the ability to ask the user a 
question and then receive the digits entered on their phone in 
the input method, where :play represents the audio file to ask 
the question, :timeout is the amount of time in seconds the user 
has to input before the request times out.

Now this is a contrived scenario, but it provides a good flavor 
of how Adhearsion may leverage the models not only within a 
Rails app but anything that may benefit from the use of Activ-
eRecord, or any other way of accessing shared state. You could be 
using CouchDB, DRb, a message queue, XML-RPC interfaces, an 
LDAP library or any other integration-oriented technology.

Conclusion
Adhearsion is a powerful framework that brings voice to the 

modern web. We have only covered a handful of the capabilities 
here and there is so much more to explore. Adhearsion may be 
used to generate outbound calls, leverage Text-to-Speech (TTS) 
and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) engines, provide ad-
vanced capabilities to call centers, enable seamless voice enabled 
web services and applications, the list could go on. The limit 
really is your imagination.

Historically finding a developer that could cross the web 
and voice domains was a rare breed. This no longer needs to be 
true for the Rails community.  The true potential of Adhearsion 

is to allow a Rails developer to extend their capabilities beyond 
the web to include voice with minimal friction. Not only may 
you leverage this in your own applications, but in those of your 
customers. With your new found ability to include all forms 
of communications, you have the opportunity to be a thought 
leader and create more opportunities with your existing engage-
ments and beyond.

We welcome everyone to join us and get started adding in-
novative voice solutions to your web applications. You will find 
more examples by visiting the Adhearsion project (http://ad-
hearsion.com) where you may also find the API documentation 
(http://api.adhearsion.com) and the wiki (http://docs.adhearison.
com).

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/7

Do Not Break Glass
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Rails Performance Analysis
by Terry Heath

Introduction
One of my favorite aspects of development is performance 

work. The task, with the associated profiling and benchmark 
tools, lends itself well to scientific analysis. 

Usability and appearance are always subjective, and have, 
at best, fuzzy guidelines. Performance measurements are much 
more precise. 

I’m going to give an overview of how to approach perfor-
mance analysis, and the tools associated with the different pieces 
that form an application. I haven’t gone into anything arcane, 
because that would take this article from its present form to a 
three pound paperback at Barnes & Noble.

Measurement
Numbers, not Feelings

Before I started reading about performance, but was tasked 
with optimizing something, I’d go with whether or not it “felt” 
fast. While this is a somewhat acceptable way to determine if 
something needs to be optimized, it’s not a good measure of 
optimization.

After putting hard work into some optimization, you’re going 
to want to see improvement. So much, so, that if left only to your 
own senses, odds are you’re going to see improvement. Even if 
you’ve made things worse. Because of this, it’s important to go by 
benchmarking and profiling tools, and not feelings.

Another reason it’s important to rely on tools and not feel-
ings is that they allow you to hone in on what’s actually slow. 
There are a lot of things that go on in a web request, an example 
being you send a request to Apache, which forwards it to Mon-
grel, which spins up some Ruby action, which then pipes it back 
to your client. You might see something in your backend code 
and say, “I know that’s slow, I’m going to speed it up.” Unfortu-
nately, without a baseline measurement, you (1) don’t know how 
much the improvement will help, and (2) you can’t be sure that it 
needs improvement.

Numbers justify everything. Without them, it’s hard to ex-
plain to others what exactly you’ve been doing for a week.

Terry Heath is a Rails developer working in 
Austin, Texas. He keeps a blog that sometimes talks 
about Rails at terrbear.org.

Statistics 101

I was lucky enough to take a statistics class in college. Lucky 
in that it was an easy A. Unfortunately, I don’t remember much 
else about it. I’m assuming you’re in about the same position.

Though I think it’s taught as an 
axiom or something about sample 
size, in casual conversation I’ve 
heard it referenced as the “law of 
small numbers.” Essentially, if you 
don’t have enough samples, you 
can’t be entirely sure what you’re 
measuring. You could be measur-
ing the time of Ruby’s garbage 
collector, when you really want to see how long a regex match is 
taking. This wouldn’t only lead to inaccurate results, but it might 
misguide your optimization efforts. In short, running a test more 
times is better.

While taking statistical measurements, it’s important to re-
duce confounding factors. Anything that could interfere with the 
numbers you’re gathering can skew your data. If you’re running 
a benchmark locally, close down other applications. Again, it’s 
hard to know if you’re actually measuring Ruby’s regex match-
ing speeds if you’ve got Lord of the Rings playing on iTunes and 
are playing Tower Defense on Firefox. Maybe placing that water 
tower just hogged some CPU time, making your Ruby slow 
down. The timer’s won’t know, and neither will you.

If you’re testing server throughput, be sure that you’re testing 
as close as possible to the machine. If you have a sibling server 
that’s 5 feet from it, that’s better, because you’re not measuring 
other router speeds or black hole internet spots.

Lastly, when presenting your measurements, calculate a 
standard deviation along with the mean. This is incredibly im-
portant. A standard deviation indicates how far measurements 
deviate from the mean. One standard deviation will cover almost 
70% of the points, and a second standard deviation will cover 
90%. Though there’s no built in Ruby standard deviation calcula-
tion, I’ve provided one below [0].

If you have a request that shows it’s only taking half a second 
on average, you can think, “this is great, our application is so 
fast!” But if you couple that with the related standard devia-
tion, and it’s 12 seconds, you know some people are waiting a 
lot longer than half a second. This could reveal something like 
some backend code hanging or a race condition that just a mean 
wouldn’t provide.

Rails
Important of note is that all three areas discussed (backend, 

frontend, server config) can directly and significantly affect per-

To jot your memory...

Mean: 

Standard deviation:

formula1

overline {x} = {1} over {n} cdot sum from{i=1} to{n} x_{i}  

x=
1

n

⋅∑
i=1

n

x
i

formula2

%sigma = sqrt{E((X-E(X))^{2})} 

=E  X−E  X 2
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formance. Luckily, both Rails and the front end can be diagnosed 
and profiled individually, so we don’t have to play dominoes with 
our tweaks.

Server configuration and tweaking, for example, the number 
of mongrels to run on a server, can’t be done uniquely. As back 
end processing can increase both the memory consumption for a 
mongrel and the time for a mongrel to unblock, the Rails side of 
things needs to be tweaked first.

Where to look?

The first task is to figure out what needs optimizing. A good 
place to look is the production logs, since they’ll show where 
people are spending time and how much time the server is tak-
ing to do it. 

There’s a nice looking tool called PL Analyzer [1], part of the 
Rails Analyzer suite, but it doesn’t work out of the box on OSX, 
which I work on. It also provides a separate set of data, so I go 
with one I wrote a while ago, called logpwnr [2]. 

Logpwnr will provide thorough measurements of all actions 
being used in your app. If you have several production servers, 
you’ll need to concatenate the logs before parsing them with 
logpwnr. Run it like this:

./logpwnr.rb production.log > output.csv

This will provide a CSV you can import to any spreadsheet. 
Here’s a sample of the output:

Here we can start looking at what’s used the most, and then 
figure out which of those actions is a good place to start optimiz-
ing based on total request time (not provided on the screenshot, 
but it’s the sum of the means of the action, render, and db times). 
Try to keep the numbers in the context of usage. There might be 
a horrendously slow action in your app, but it’s only been used 5 
times in as many months. Optimizing rarely used actions is not 
worth your time until your popular ones are sped up.

Further Down the Rabbit Hole

Once we find an action that looks appropriate to optimize, 
we can figure out how to approach the problem with RubyProf. 
RubyProf is partly maintained by Charlie Savage [3], who put 
together one of the best quick guides for speeding up Rails [4]. 
He also provides a fantastic installation guide for RubyProf [5]. 

One caveat is that if you’re using Rails <= 1.1.6, you’ll have 
to either alias the methods yourself or just put in alias_meth-
od_chain in the plugin. I went with the latter, and just put this 
snippet from the Rails codebase [6] at the top of the plugin. 

Again, it’s important to measure all improvements you make 
so you can justify the refactorings and find where to pursue op-
timization efforts, but if you take nothing else from this section, 
Charlie provides these guidelines for backend performance:

Don't use •	 ActiveRecord#attributes - ActiveRecord clones 
all attributes associated with an object whenever this is 
accessed
Get your ActiveRecord •	 :includes right - over-aggressive 
includes can cause unnecessary database joins and mar-
shaling, while under-using :includes can lead to extra 
database queries 
Don't check template timestamps (•	 cache_template_loading 

= true)
Don't use •	 url_for - looking through the routes table every 
time is slow
Don't let Rails parse timestamps - Ruby’s •	 Date (and Rails’ 
monkeypatches on top of it) are painfully slow
Don't symbolize keys (•	 local_assigns_support_string_keys = 

false)

name hits action avg action avg stddev render avg render avg stddev db avg db avg stddev
XmlController#replies_rss 337932 1.25404 1.51163 0.16813 0.12964 0.84617 1.51431
ConvsController#show 265907 0.55541 0.53229 0.12662 0.34098 0.276 0.28849
ConvsController#index 176550 0.32437 0.13154 0.1203 0.09688 0.13918 0.14436
XmlController#feed 165243 0.18094 0.46641 0.06684 0.18207 0.07372 0.28057
ConvsController#widget_tag_show 113516 0.0353 0.03647 0.01845 0.02496 0.00512 0.01925
PagesController#index 111660 0.58703 0.4577 0.29274 0.27239 0.15836 0.0719
ConvsController#search 102986 0.35098 0.41408 0.08209 0.14638 0.18503 0.29584
XmlController#rss20 82761 2.35294 2.73822 0.20999 0.12401 0.15132 0.09302
ConvsController#dashboard 73207 0.721 0.43005 0.18938 0.31578 0.31883 0.23718
FederatedIdentityController#login 61162 1.04712 1.47669 0.19209 0.20885 0.08755 0.0954
ConvsController#reply 54179 0.75585 0.60439 0.28137 0.15556 0.25411 0.3527
ConvsController#new 46552 0.79753 0.3986 0.24486 0.12355 0.32994 0.36631
PortalsController#widget 45583 0.14626 0.22388 0.03307 0.04302 0.09508 0.21928
ConvsController#list_all 36603 1.01328 0.68027 0.32725 0.31649 0.38521 0.31856
XmlController#feed_secure 30006 0.29944 0.88668 0.00232 0.0124 0.00311 0.02499

Illicit Affair
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And a few of my own:
Always do if-checks on logging statements, e.g.: •	 logger.

debug (in Controller#new) if logger.debug? — this is im-
portant to prevent unnecessary and sometimes expensive 
to_s calls, and also short circuits extra method calls in a 
production environment; don’t comment out logger state-
ments, as they’re useful for, you know, debugging
Avoid useless Rails helpers (HTML’s •	 <img> tag is faster and 
just as easy as Rails’s image_tag)
Avoid unneeded object copying (like with •	 gsub) when pos-
sible, using destructive alternatives (gsub!)

Frontend Optimization
A fantastic analytical tool for load times for a web page is 

YSlow [7], a tool put out by Yahoo as an addon to Firebug [8]. 
YSlow scores your page across several criteria and makes recom-
mendations for how to speed up your site. 

A super fast site on the backend with a terrible YSlow score 
will generally seem sluggish to users. 

One of the easiest things to do is shrink your javascript and 
CSS. If you use a tool like asset packager [9], you can have your 
production javascript and CSS files concatenated and minified, 
requiring only 2 extra downloads for your users. This is a big 
win, because it’s both shrinking bandwidth requirements and the 
number of downloads necessary to view a page. Most browsers 
come prepared to only download 2 files from a host at a time, so 
fewer downloads is almost always helpful.

In your Apache config, and then all static assets will be given 
with that header. At work, we found a problem with the Expires-
Default clause and IE7, where even requests proxied through to 
Mongrel were being cached, so we went more explicit, replacing 
the ExpiresDefault clause with:

 ExpiresByType image/gif "access 10 years"

 ExpiresByType image/jpg "access 10 years"

 ExpiresByType image/png "access 10 years"

 ExpiresByType text/css "access 10 years"

 ExpiresByType text/javascript "access 10 years"

One “gotcha” with this approach is that caching can cause 
problems if you’re updating your images or CSS or javascripts. 
Asset packager solves this for your CSS and javascripts, and you 
can follow the same solution with your images: change the file-
name whenever the file changes. An svn or git revision number 
of some sort at the end of the file works great.

Lastly, ETag configuration can be tweaked on Apache. Spe-
cifically, it can be turned off. This is especially important once 
your site gets big enough to span across multiple asset servers. 
The default ETag hashing mechanism is machine-dependent as 
opposed to strictly data-dependent, so assets across different 
servers will have different ETags. This equates to both unneces-
sary cache invalidation and unnecessary server processing to 
create the ETag. To turn it off in Apache, just put

 FileETag none

in your httpd.conf.

On the Rails end, however, ETags are a lot more useful. Rails 
has a built in ETag mechanism that is safe to consider consistent 
across machines, and in 2.2 the code’s been greatly simplified. 
You can specify expiry conditions and make an entire action 
conditional like this:

if stale?(:last_modified => @user.updated_at, :etag => @user)

 <code>

end

YSlow essentially looks at things that block page downloads 
and ways to speed up download times. To that end, a few quick 
Apache tweaks can go a long way.

Apache Tweakage

Most mainstream browsers accept gzip’d content. So zip that 
up, using Apache’s mod_deflate [10]. Also, static assets should 
have a really far ahead expires header. You can just put 

 ExpiresDefault “access plus 10 years”
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And <code> won’t be executed unless the modified time or the 
ETag indicates it needs to be.

After you’ve made these changes, work through the YSlow 
rubric and see what you can improve. YSlow provides excellent 
links that explain both the problems with your page and the best 
way to fix them [11].

Server/HTTP Tweaks
It doesn’t seem that Phusion Passenger has this same Mon-

grel tweaking problem, but if you need to proxy to multiple 
Apaches, or just need to see how your server responds under 
heavy load, this section will be helpful.

I’m not sure how most people set up multiple boxes of Mon-
grels, but it was recently discovered on one of our applications 
that we had it set up poorly. We had something like:

Ignore the only 2 (it should be 6) blue arrows coming from 
the Apache boxes; that’s my own laziness. The issue here was 
that we had one Apache instance proxying to 4 other Apache 
instances, which then turned around and proxied to mongrels or 
served up static content. 

httperf [12] analysis (coming in the next few paragraphs!) 
showed that, for small requests, the difference was negligible, 
but as requests per second started to stack, proxying needlessly 
to more Apaches became a bottleneck. Proxying directly to the 
mongrels from the load balancing Apache box shows about a 
25% performance improvement under heavy load (500req/s for 
10sec). 

good at serving up static files as Apache is, so be sure that any 
file in your public directory that’s requested gets served right 
back by Apache, precluding any Mongrel intervention. Put this 
in your vhost config (I’m assuming the rest of your rewrite rules 
are already in place):

<Directory "/your/apps/public/directory">

    Options FollowSymLinks

    AllowOverride None

    Order allow,deny

    Allow from all

</Directory>

# Rewrite index to check for static

RewriteRule ^/$ /index.html [QSA]

# Rewrite to check for Rails cached page

RewriteRule ^([^.]+)$ $1.html [QSA]

RewriteRule ".*(images|stylesheets|javascripts)/?(.*)" "$0" [L]

And then after an Apache reload, your assets will be served 
up by Apache. Which means it’s time to tweak our Mongrel 
instances.

Apache

Mongrel

Static assets

As a quick refresher, Mongrel ran in a synchronized thread 
until Rails 2.2. This means that, for Rails, a Mongrel instance 
can only handle 1 request at a time, and when it’s processing that 
request, it’s blocking all other requests coming to it. This makes 
for an obvious scaling solution (to a point): more Mongrels!

But, before even worrying about the number of Mongrels 
right for your machine, you should be sure you’re not using 
Mongrel for things it’s not made to do. Mongrel isn’t nearly as 

Walk Into My Garden
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Enter httperf

Now, while most of these things should be done during off 
hours or with caution, this last test seems like it can be done 
during the day. That would be wrong. If you happen to slam your 
server well enough, you can bring down everything (I’m speak-
ing from experience when I naively httperf-slammed a produc-
tion box a few years back). Do this test during low-usage times.

This is essentially a recap of Zed Shaw’s (of Mongrel, and 
then “Rails is a Ghetto” fame) incredibly helpful mailing list post 
[13].

First, find a machine that’s close (both on the network and in 
proximity) to the server you want to test, but that is not the same 
machine (testing loopback doesn’t help so much with proxies 
and whatnot).

Next up, you’ll want to test a static asset on that machine. 
The good news is, if you’ve already gone through this guide, all 
of your static Rails assets are hosted by Apache. This gives you a 
best-case baseline against which you can measure your Mon-
grels.

Start out running a command like this:
httperf --hog --server=<your server> --uri=<your resource, 

like /happy.jpg> --num-conns 100

You’ll get some output, and what you want to pay attention to 
first is test-duration. Zed recommends 10 seconds, which works 
well for providing an ample test case, and against a static asset, 
lots of requests. On a run-of-the-mill production server we have, 
I ended up with num-conns at 1200.

After you’ve found your magic 10 second number, try run-
ning 1 request (--num-conns 1) against an action (--uri <ac-
tion>) on your Rails app that’s a decent measure of how your 
application runs. You don’t want to hit the slowest action, and 
just hitting static assets isn’t going to help anyone. Be sure to 
find a page that doesn’t need logins, as that’ll just provide useless 
redirects.

If your 1 request went really slow, then you probably have 
your Mongrels set up incorrectly, or something else is screwed 
up. It should be *at least* as fast as things are in development 
locally, and probably a lot faster. If your Rails single request is 
faster than a single request of a static asset, then that asset prob-
ably isn’t static – Apache is faster than Mongrel. That’s a truism.

After the single request looks good, try running with 
--num-conns equal to whatever number you found works for 
10 seconds for your static asset, and set --rate to num-conns/10. 
This, ideally, provides you with a 10 second test, though in 
practice it’s usually longer. Next, run it again. It’s important that 
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your caches get populated and all the Mongrels are brought up to 
speed before doing a performance test. Never use numbers from 
a first-run test. 

Now, try adding a Mongrel instance, restart things, and run 
the test again. If you saw an improvement in the overall test time, 
you’re making progress.

There’s an ideal number for Mongrels on a processor, and 
you’ll find it pretty easily. Increasing Mongrels by 1. As soon as 
you reach the tipping point, you’ll see a sharp decrease in perfor-
mance. I’ve seen it decrease by as much as 25%, just from adding 
one Mongrel. When you reach that number, reduce 1 Mongrel, 
and you have the right number for your current app and your 
current server setup.

If you go through the rest of the links from here, you should 
see some pretty noticeable (both quantitative and qualitative) 
performance gains.

Resources
[0] Standard Deviation Code Snippet  
http://gist.github.com/38694
[1] PL Analyzer  
http://rails-analyzer.rubyforge.org/pl_analyze/
[2] logpwnr  
http://github.com/terrbear/logpwnr/tree/master
[3] Charlie Savage’s blog  
http://cfis.savagexi.com/
[4] Charlie Savage’s “Making Rails Go Vroom” 
http://cfis.savagexi.com/2007/07/18/making-rails-go-vroom
[5] Charlie Savage’s RubyProf Usage Guide 
http://cfis.savagexi.com/2007/07/10/how-to-profile-your-rails-
application
[6] alias_method_chain  
http:/gist.github.com/39436
[7] YSlow  
http://developer.yahoo.com/yslow/ 
[8] Firebug  
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/1843 
[9] Asset Packager  
http://github.com/sbecker/asset_packager/tree/master
[10] mod_deflate  
http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_deflate.html
[11] Yahoo Page Performance Tips  
http://developer.yahoo.com/performance/rules.html 
[12] httperf  
http://www.hpl.hp.com/research/linux/httperf/
[13] Zed Shaw’s HTTPerf email 
http://osdir.com/ml/lang.ruby.mongrel.general/2006-05/
msg00055.html

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/8

Illustration for this issue was kindly provided 
by Huw Morgan. 

Huw is a Toronto-based landscape and travel 
photographer. His current projects include 
portfolios of Ontario farmland (The Road 

North), landscapes in and around Haliburton 
(Algonquin Highlands) and Toronto cityscapes 

showing street art (Gallery of the Street). His 
work was recently featured in an auction in support of Art 

City Toronto and, in 2008, several of his Road North images 
were shown in an exhibition in the Intrawest Gallery in Blue 
Mountain. His Road North work has also illustrated Ontario 

Wheat magazine and his images of wolves have been featured 
in New Zealand Travel magazine. 

Website: www.pbase.com/huwmorgan
Email: huw.morgan@gmail.com

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/11
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Getting Started with JRuby and JRuby on Rails
by Joshua Moore

JRuby Series - Part 1
Introduction
This article is the first in a series of articles about JRuby 

and Rails.  This first installment will cover the basics of getting 
started with JRuby: introduction, installation, and beginning to 
be comfortable with JRuby.   We will wrap up with precautions 
and tips to make JRuby a dream to use.

Why should I care?
Before getting started, why choose JRuby?  What does JRuby 

offer that the standard Ruby MRI does not?  What will make 
it worth the time it takes to learn how to use it?   Everyone’s 
answers to these questions will probably be a bit different in the 
same way that everyone has a different reason for using Rails.  A 
whole article could be done on the topic of why to use JRuby; 
however, we only have time to consider 4 major reasons to use it 
in this article. 

First, if you are already using Java™ there is no new produc-
tion infrastructure that needs to be installed/setup.  JRuby is 
packaged into the .war file so there are no outside dependencies.  
Simply use your existing application servers to host your Rails 
applications.  This is especially useful in corporate environments 
where change comes only after long and hard fought battles.

Second, The Ruby MRI (version 1.8.x) is not able to take 
advantage of Rails being thread safe.  JRuby on the other hand 
implements the Ruby threads as Javathreads, which are actu-
ally native threads.  This allows JRuby to take full advantage of 
thread safe Rails right now. 

I am Joshua Moore and 
I grew up on a farm in Penn-
sylvania, USA.  On the farm I 
learned that hard work is not 
easy and that I did not like to 
get dirty.  So I started down the 
path of computer programming 
(less dirt, but still hard work).  
I liked Java and worked mostly 

with desktop application development until about a year ago when 
I decided I could not ignore web development any longer (I ignored 
it before because I did not want to fight different browsers to get my 
applications to work right).  But, different browser rendering or no 
I am here using Ruby on Rails, mostly JRuby on Rails, and loving it.  
I chose Rails because it was simple, powerful, and no configuration 
needed.  Check me out on my blog www.codingforrent.com, Twitter @
kaiping, email: josh@codingforrent.com.

Third is speed.  JRuby is 
simply faster then any other 
Ruby interpreter except 
Ruby 1.9.1.   Check out 
the Great Ruby Shootout: 
(http://antoniocangiano.
com/2008/12/09/the-great-
ruby-shootout-decem-
ber-2008/) for more details.  
By using JRuby you can get 
a huge speed benefit without 
breaking your existing code 
or gem dependencies (not 
required to use the new 
Ruby 1.9.1 syntax).

Fourth, JRuby allows 
you to use Java in your 
ruby code.  You can have 
Java code called directly from your ruby code.  This allows you 
to pass objects back and forth between a Java application and 
a Ruby/Rails application without any serialization.  Depending 
on your background or if you need to interact with a preexist-
ing Java system this can be a great feature to have.  As an added 
bonus JRuby even maps much of the Java syntax to mimic Ruby 
syntax.

These are just a few reasons for using JRuby. They are not all 
encompassing, but they are compelling enough to at least war-
rant looking into JRuby.

Words of caution
One pitfall in using JRuby is that it is not compatible with 

gems that have native extensions (i.e. the sqlite3 driver, hpricot, 
…). JRuby cannot execute the native extensions because it is 
executed on the Java Virtual Machine, unless the native code is 
called through the FFI (Foreign Function Invocation) interface.  
Starting with version 1.1.5 JRuby has implemented FFI.  FFI is 
how Ruby-FFI and Rubinius invoke native functions.  Any gem 
that calls the native code using the FFI interface can be used in 
JRuby (see http://blog.headius.com/2008/10/ffi-for-ruby-now-
available.html for more details).  Also, some gem developers 
maintain two version of there gem, one that works with JRuby 
and one that works with the Ruby MRI.  If the gem does not use 
FFI and the author does not provide a JRuby version of the gem, 
then you will either need to find a pure Ruby alternative or use 
a Java library to replace the gem.  Java code and libraries can be 
called from ruby code when it is run on JRuby. 

If you cannot avoid using code with native extensions (that 
is not JRuby compatible) and you cannot find a replacement Java 
library then it is best to stick with the Ruby MRI.  
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Also you should be aware that automating the deployment 
process may require you to write your own Capistrano recipes.  
Because Capistrano is focused on deployment for Rails apps to 
Mongrel or Passenger there needs to be some custom recipes 
for JRuby Rails deployment.  However, these changes should be 
minor and cause you little trouble.  

Other then these two shortcomings I have found JRuby to be 
easy to use and I personally use it everyday in place of the Ruby 
MRI.

A bit of history
JRuby was started in 2001 by Jan Ame Petersen.  After two 

years the project was taken over by Thomas Enebo.  Under his 
lead, JRuby was switched from a Ruby 1.6 base to a Ruby 1.8 
base.  Later the project was joined by Charles Nutter who has 
helped significantly to bring JRuby where it is today.  In addition 
to these people, the JRuby project has been worked on by many 
community members and its community is steadily growing.  
In the current release, this community has finished Ruby 1.8 
compatible and is now working hard to improve the speed of 
JRuby and make it 1.9.1 compatible.  JRuby is the first non-Ruby 
MRI interpreter to be actively working on support for Ruby 1.9.1 
syntax.

Installing
The only requirement before installing JRuby is to install 

Java (see java.sun.com for instructions on installing Java on your 
computer.) JRuby requires the Java JDK 5 or 6 (1.4 may be com-
patible). JRuby is already fast, but I use JDK 6 which will make 
it run even faster.   JRuby is available for automatic installation 
from these repositories MacPorts, Emerge, and apt-get.  If your 
OS uses one of these three package management systems simply 
execute the following command: 

MacPorts 
    sudo port install jruby 

Emerge 
    sudo emerge jruby 

apt-get 
    sudo apt-get install jruby

(warning: this is a very old version of jruby!  I do not recom-
mend using it)

I have no actual experience using Macports or Emerge so I 
do not know if they provide up-to-date versions of JRuby.

If your OS does not support one of these package manage-
ment systems do not despair.  It is easy to install JRuby from 
the zip/tar.gz file.  This manual installation can be done on any 
supported platform (*Nix (including OSX), and Windows) by 
simply following these 3 easy steps. 

1. Download JRuby from http://dist.codehaus.org/jru-
by/1.1.6/.  The current stable version is 1.1.6, but this my have 

changed by the time that this goes to print. Make sure to get the 
latest stable version.  Download the jruby-bin-1.1.6.zip or .tar.
gz.  Unless you want to personally review the source you do not 
need to download the complete or src files (jruby-complete-1.1.6 
or jruby-src-1.1.6). 

2. Unpack in the desired directory. 

3. Add the JRuby bin directory to your systems path.  For 
example, if JRuby is installed at c:\program files\jruby\ then 
add c:\program files\jruby\bin\ to your Windows system path.  
Review the documentation for your OS on how to add the bin 
directory to your system path. 

That is all there is to it.  JRuby should now be installed and 
running on your system. JRuby can be tested by simply opening 
a console and running this command jruby --version.  JRuby 
should output something similar to this:

jruby 1.1.6 (ruby 1.8.6 patchlevel 114) (2008-12-17 rev 8388) 
[i386-java]

 If there are any problems with the installation process or 
JRuby does not work as planned check out the installation wiki 
page (http://wiki.jruby.org/wiki/Getting_Started).

Getting your hands dirty
Now, JRuby is installed and working.  But, how do you use 

it?  In almost all respects it is exactly the same as using the 
regular Ruby MRI.  Your code should run with absolutely no 
change needed.  In order to run a ruby script simply type jruby 
script_file at the command prompt and you’re done.  You have 
executed your first JRuby application (see example).

Script Example:
helloworld.rb

    puts "hello world from JRuby"

#end file

jruby helloworld.rb

Output:
hello world from JRuby

Now, what about Ruby com-
mands like gem, rake and rails? 
Executing the JRuby version of 
these commands is simple, just 
prefix the command with jruby 
–S (i.e. jruby -S gem install 
rails, jruby -S rake db:migrate, 
etc.). Other then the "jruby -S" 
at the beginning the commands 
are identical to there Ruby MRI 
counterparts. 

* RubyGems (version 1.3.0), 
Rake, and Rspec come packaged 
with JRuby and are installed 
automatically with JRuby.   
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JRuby on Rails
Now, the section you have all 

been waiting for! JRuby on Rails.  
Does it work?  The answer is that 
it works great!  There is no need to 
worry about running your Rails app 
on the JRuby interpreter.  The only 
thing that needs to be changed in 
your Rails app is the database.yml 
file.  You must change the database 
configuration file because the normal 
ActiveRecord database drivers are 
not compatible with jruby as most of 

them contain native code.  Instead of the normal ActiveRecord 
Drives JRuby uses a set of ActiveRecord drivers implemented on 
Java’s JDBC (Many thanks to Nick Sieger and all others who have 
worked on these drivers).  All necessary Java libraries are in-
stalled with the ActiveRecord-JDBC gems, so there is no need to 
mess with any Java related code.  Switching to the ActiveRecord-
JDBC drivers is a simple 2-step process.  

First, install the appropriate driver for your database.

ActiveRecord-JDBC drivers

MySQL 
gem - activerecord-jdbcmysql-adapter 

PostgreSQL
gem - activerecord-jdbcpostgresql-adapter

Oracle 
gem - activerecord-jdbc-adapter 

Microsoft SQL Server (missing change_column_default) 
gem - activerecord-jdbc-adapter

DB2 (limited migration support) 
gem - activerecord-jdbc-adapter

FireBird (missing change_column_default and rename_column) 
gem - activerecord-jdbc-adapter

Derby (limited migration support) 
gem - activerecord-jdbcderby-adapter

HSQLDB 
gem - activerecord-jdbchsqldb-adapter 

H2 
gem - activerecord-jdbch2-adapter

SQLite3 (work in progress)
gem - activerecord-jdbcsqlite3-adapter

Informix (fairly complete) 
gem - activerecord-jdbc-adapter

Once the correct driver is installed the second step is to 
modify the database.yml file.  If you are using a database that has 
a specific database driver (not the generic activerecord-jdbc-

adapter) then all you need to do is prefix the "adapter:" setting 
with "jdbc" (see example).  See how quick and easy this is.

    development:

      adapter: jdbcmysql

      encoding: utf8

      database: notes_development

      username: root

      password:

If your current database does not have a specific driver (uses 
the activerecrod-jdbc-adapter driver instead), then you will need 
to add the URL and the Driver to the connection information. 
The URL and Driver are database specific so consult the docu-
mentation for the specific database's JDBC library.  Here is an 
example of how your database.yml will look. 

development:

       adapter: jdbc

       username: blog

       password:

       driver: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

       url: jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/weblog_development

Once the database driver has been changed it is business as 
usual when developing, running, and testing your Rails ap-
plication.  Just remember that whenever you execute one of the 
scripts in ./script/ directory prefix it with jruby.  So start the 
WEBrick server with jruby ./script/server and get started!

If you do not want to use WEBrick the quickest alternative 
is to install the glassfish gem (jruby -S gem install glassfish).  
Once the glassfish gem is installed simply navigate to your rails 
directory and run jruby -S glassfish.  The glassfish gem is not 
only easy enough to run as a development server it is also a fully 
featured and stable production server.  I will write more about 
this topic, deployment options for JRuby, in a future article.

* All of the ActiveRecord-RDBC gems are hosted on github 
so you will need to add http://gems.github.com to your gem 
sources or add this option to your gem command

jruby -S gem --source http://gems.github.com install gem_name

 Wrap up
By now (hopefully), you are able to install and use JRuby for 

your Ruby/Ruby on Rails development.  For more information 
about JRuby, checkout the JRuby website at www.jruby.org.  The 
wiki (hosted on the JRuby site) and the community provide great 
resources for those who are needing help or looking for more 
information about JRuby.  Keep reading Rails Magazine and the 
next JRuby articles in this column. 

Resources
ActiveRecord-JDBC home page – 
http://github.com/nicksieger/activerecord-jdbc-adapter/tree/master
JRuby home page – http://www.jruby.org 
IRC – #jruby on irc.freenode.net

Discuss: http://railsmagazine.com/1/9
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    def quote 

     quotes=YAML.load_file("#{RAILS_ROOT}/config/quotes.yml")

     quotes[rand(quotes.length)] 

    end 

  end 

end 

This should be fairly self explanatory.  Each time we call the 
quote method, our quotes.yml file is read, and a random quote is 
returned from that file.  Lets give it a try. 

$ ruby script/console 

Loading development environment (Rails 2.2.2) 

>> a = User.new 

=> #<User id: nil, nane: nil, created_at: nil, updated_at: 
nil> 

>> a.quote 

=> "If it bleeds, we can kill it." 

>> a.quote

=> "Come with me if you wanna live!" 

>>  

It is working!  Finally, lets complete the README and have it 
displayed back upon installation. 

README

Quote 

===== 

Displays back an awesome Arnold quote in your models! 

After installation, be sure to run  

rake quote:setup 

Example 

======= 

a = User.new 

a.quote => "Get to the chopper!" 

Copyright (c) 2009 John Yerhot, released under the MIT li-
cense 

And to our install.rb we will have the README displayed 
upon installation. 

install.rb

puts IO.read(File.join(File.dirname(__FILE__), 'README')) 

There you have it. For your convenience I’ve created a reposi-
tory for this plugin at Github .  Start by removing the plugin 
from your application by deleting its directory from vendor/plu-
gins/. Next, install the plugin from Github.

script/plugininstall git@github.com:johnyerhot/arnold_quotes.git

If all goes well, the plugin will install and you should see the 
contents of README displayed back.  If you have issues, make 
sure you have Git installed.

Plugins are a great way to add functionality to your Rails ap-
plication in a concise and organized fashion.  There is still much 
to cover, plugin testing being an important piece.  

For further reading I suggest Advanced Rails by Brad Ediger  
which has an entire chapter devoted on plugin development, 
including testing. Another in depth guide is available at guides.
rails.info . As always, one of the best ways to see how a larger 
plugin is developed, try browsing the source of some of the more 
popular plugins such as Restful-Authentication or Paperclip.  
Most can be found on Github.

Resources
1 http://www.robbyonrails.com/articles/2008/08/29/flash-
message-conductor
2 http://github.com/johnyerhot/arnold_quotes/tree/master
3 http://www.amazon.com/Advanced-Rails-Brad-Ediger/
dp/0596510322/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=12
31179379&sr=8-1
4 http://guides.rails.info/creating_plugins.html
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